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Announces Dubanok Onoff su tour
ALASKA EXPEDITION, single crossing
México-Alaska-México
in motorcycle.
CDMX, May 23, 2016.- Next Thursday, June 9, will start one of the largest motorcycle trips that have
started in Mexico, the trip that Dubanok Onoff will depart from Mexico City to Deadhorse Alaska, the
northernmost point of the American continent where it can be reached by motor vehicle by land, and
back to the Mexican capital.

Alaska Expedition will be a personal and intimate trip that is located between the pleasure trips that
leads to this renowned Colombian-Mexican biker, aiming to enjoy roads, regions and people to be
traveled throughout three countries on a scheduled trip approximately 45 days and 25 thousand
kilometers of route.

The partner of Dubanok Onoff for this day will be La Negra Tomasa, a bike BMW 1200 GS ready for
this crossing.

The route contemplates taking part in the Rally Custom Rock Rally 1600 kms x 24 hours, and then
climbing by Roswell, New Mexico to tour the forged landscape for millions of years in Monument
Valley.

The route will continue along Bonneville Speedway, legendary field where the legends of the land
speed from the last century, to then reach the emblematic volcanic zone of Yellowstone.

Dubanok hopes to reach Canada through Calgary to see the Banf nature park, and follow up to take
The Yukon, legendary road that led to the gold seekers more and more up on the mainland.

The road will become more and more lonely, ideal for bikers who enjoy to contemplate the nature
through the motorcyclismo of travel, when advancing towards the north of the continent.

In Alaska, the final road will be the famous Dalton Hihgway, the same as the ice truckers, and which
is rebuilt every day by the rough terrain and climate.

On the way back the biker will come all the west coast until arriving at La Paz and from there by ferry
to Topolobampo to start the final stretch home in the capital of the Mexican republic, on a journey
which you expect will be around 45 days.

Dubanok says that this is a journey that requires important programming to fulfill its mission and in
some way is a recognition to the activity of the bikers road Mexicans are becoming more and more.

Finally thanked its sponsors of this Alaska Expedition, the firms Tourfella Mexico, Discovermoto,
Sopbiker and BelMoto and Black Label Biker that make this project possible.

Dubanok Onoff is a biker with several years of experience that is part of several groups of motorcycle drivers in Mexico and is widely recognized among the community of bikers in the country that
sees this activity as their greatest passion; currently being followed by thousands of motorcycle
enthusiasts through their social networks.
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